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WIDE RECEIVER DAESEAN HAMILTON (Rd. 4, No. 113, Pennsylvania State
University)
On his experience with the Broncos coaching staff at the Senior Bowl
“I got along with [WR] Coach Azzanni really well. I got to work with him and really I just felt a connection with
him from there. I really learned a lot from him and obviously introduced to the Broncos’ scheme from
working with that staff. I’m really excited; Coach Azzanni was a great coach to play for throughout the week.
I’m really looking forward to continuing working with him.”
On what position he feels most comfortable playing
“I’ll play wherever. I know the Broncos obviously have plenty of talented receivers and I just want to come in
and compete. I have no preference, wherever they need me. I’ll work as hard as I possibly can to contribute
as much as I possibly can. Really I just want to make sure that they know they chose the right person and
they fully invested in the right person. It doesn’t matter if I’m on the inside, outside or special teams. I’ll play
wherever they need me to.”
On the Broncos selecting former team captains
“You see a lot of those guys and honestly, we’re mature and we’re great leaders. We were good leaders for
our teams in college and obviously we’re more mature above our age. We’re guys that are responsible, guys
you can depend on, and when games get rough and they need somebody to come in and make a play for
them, they already know who the guys are they should go to. All of us being captains and being really
prestigious football players for our universities, it’s a testament to a lot of us guys that got drafted, that these
are the kind of guys you want to build a football team around. This is the type of foundation you want to start
off with, especially with a draft class like this with a lot of young guys.”
On the pronunciation of his first name
“It’s DAY-shon. Like day, as in day and night.”
On what part of his game he’s been working on most

“I’ve been working on being fast, being faster in everything I do. Making all my routes look the same, no
wasted movements, because the speed of the game is a lot faster than what you see in college. When it
comes to the Big 10, I think that’s still an advantage because you see a lot of NFL caliber guys, a lot of those
guys have gone in the first, second and third round already. I’m just trying to make everything a lot quicker
and a lot more sudden, getting in and out of cuts and creating separation at all times.”

